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ABSTRACT 

Prediction and simulation are the main purposes of the time series data analysis. 

In order to obtain good results, one needs to fitting of an appropriate model for 

the given time series data. Early time series model fittings were concerned with 

the fitting of linear type models, namely, ARMA models. But in many cases, 

time series come from some non-linear process. Consequently, linear models fail 

to produce satisfactory results. In recent years, neural network approaches are 

used satisfactorily to deal with almost all type of time series. Spectral density 

also plays an important role in time series analysis. Particularly, when the data 

emerges from a linear and Gaussian process, it contains all the necessary and useful 

information about the series. However, in order to deal with non-linear and non-

Gaussian processes, we need to consider higher order spectra. The simplest higher 

order spectra is bispectra. In this thesis, we have computed bispectral density 

and have used it in testing the linearity and Gaussianity properties of the time 

series for ECG and WIND data. Based on the outcome of this test appropriate 

models are fitted for the data sets considered. The fitted model is then used for one 

point prediction and simulation of the original series. It is found that Multistep 

prediction collapses within a few steps. This is not the case in neural network 

approach. 
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CHAPTER I 

PROBLEM 

1.1 Introduction 

This thesis is concerned with the analysis and modelling of time series data. 

Time series analysis is a major branch of statistics and has played a very important 

role in almost all fields of natural science, engineering, medical science, economics, 

finance, and sociology. Early time series analysis were limited to fitting data into 

linear models, namely, ARMA type models. But in many cases the data is non

linear. As a result, linear models fail to predict the future behavior of the process 

that generated the time series data. In recent times, the neural network approach 

is used to deal with both linear as well as non-linear processes. In this thesis, we 

are not going to consider the neural network approach. 

Second-order spectra have played a very important role in the analysis of linear 

and Gaussian time series data and in signal processing. When the process is Gaus

sian, the second-order spectra contains all the necessary and useful information 

about the process and we do not need to consider higher order spectra. Before 

analyzing the time series data, in most cases, we assume that the series is gener

ated from a linear process and even from Gaussian process for further simplified 

analysis. But in reality, this is not the case for every process. The reason behind 

assuming linearity of the process is that it is very easy to fit a linear model in 

comparison to fitting the actual non-linear model. In order to study non-linear 

and non-Gaussian processes, one needs to consider higher order spectra. Theoret

ically it is possible to compute the spectrum of any order, but computationally it 
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is very costly. Hence, we will consider only the bispectrum, the simplest higher 

order spectrum. 

Bispectrum was originally proposed by Hasselman, Munk, and Macdonald [7] 

for investigating non-Hnear interaction of ocean waves and by Godfrey [8] for anal

ysis of economic time series data. Later, many authors have used it, viz., Sato, 

Sasaki, and Nakamura [9] have used it for analyzing acoustic gear noise, Lii and 

Ros [10] have used it for deconvolution of seismic signals. Lii, Rosenblatt, and 

Van Atta [11], Van Atta [12], Holland, Lii, and Rosenblatt [13] have described how 

bispectrum could be used to study non-linear spectral transfer in turbulence. The 

possible applications seem to be unlimited. Subba Rao and Gabr [5, 6] and Hinich 

[2] have devised tests for linearity and Gaussianity based on bispectrum. In this 

report we will use the concept of bispectrum to determine the appropriate type of 

model (i.e., linear or non-linear) that could be fitted to a given time series data. 

In case it is found that a non-linear model is more appropriate, the best bilinear 

model (discussed in Chapter II) will be fitted to the data. The true non-linear 

models where non-linear functions are involved, i.e., neural network approach (see 

Brian [14]), will not be considered in this thesis, except to compare some results. 

1.2 Data to be considered 

Two types of data sets will be considered for analysis purpose. The first one 

is concerned with electrocardiograph (ECG) and the second one is concerned with 

wind velocity. A brief discussion on each type of data is given below. 



1.2.1 Electrocardiograph (ECG) Data 

Sudden cardiac arrest accounts for more than 500,000 fatalities in the United 

States alone each year (see Skinner[15]). The statistics computed so far gives the 

average risk factor for a certain group of people, e.g., 50 fatalities for each group 

of 10,000 people in a given period of time. This means that if someone is included 

in that group, his chances of getting heart attack is only 0.005, the group chance. 

Therefore, those statistics cannot tell anything about the chances of getting a 

heart attack at the individual level. However, it is of interest to many professional 

areas (viz., medical science, life insurance) to determine if it is possible to predict a 

catastrophic event not only for groups, but also for individuals from their individual 

ECG data. These individual descriptors could lead to a more effective treatment 

for heart patients. Currently, there is no good indicator at the individual level for 

predicting when, or even if, a fatal event will occur in the near future. This study 

centers around discrete data obtained from heart-beat monitoring procedure called 

the electrocardiograph (ECG). Recent investigations of ECG time signal indicate 

that non-linear dynamics can significantly increase our ability to understand and 

predict fatal events in heart patients (see David[16]). Using bispectral analysis, 

we could determine the exact nature of the phenomenna. To understand the 

whole process, it is good to know some basics of the ECG and how it represents 

the beating of the heart (see Grant [17]). The electric energy which produces the 

electrocardiograph deflection is caused by the movement of charged particles across 

the membrance of the myocardial cells. Such movement of charged particles induces 

a flow of electrical current. The pressure behind the flow of electrical current is 

called electrical potential. This is the property of the electrical events in the heart 
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which is responsible for the electrocardiograph deflection. The flow of electrical 

current in the heart is confined to the microscopic environment of the membranes 

surrounding the myocardial cells and does not extend significantly outside the 

heart. However, the potential behind the current flow creates an electrical field 

throughout the body. This electrical field extends to the body surface, and it is 

this property of the electrical activity of the heart that makes it possible to record 

the electrical events of the heart from the surface of the body. A galvanometer, 

which is the basic component of all ECG's, measures the potential manifested 

at the body surface. To obtain a reading from the galvanometer, two electrodes 

(positive and negative) are placed at different points of the body surface, ideally 

equidistant from the heart, forming a lead. Since the two electrodes for the lead 

are at different locations in the electrical field of a given cardiac potential, they are 

at different points of electrical field produced by that potential. Therefore, there 

is a minute flow of current through the electrodes. This current is recorded by the 

galvanometer and is a precise function of the difference in electrical pressure at the 

two electrodes. This electrocardiographic deflection is a measurement of the way 

in which the lead intercepts the electrical field of the cardiac potential. 

The ECG reading has many common aspects that help us to understand its 

meaning. If some factor suddenly reduces the semipermeability of the cellular 

membrane of the heart, then there is a push of ions across the membrane, consti

tuting a flow of current which is known as depolarization. In the heart and other 

muscle tissues, it is this event which triggers the contractile mechanisms within the 

cells. In the heart, the potential generated by depolarization of the atrial muscle 

is recorded in the ECG as the P wave shown in Figure 1.1. 



After depolarization, the atria depolarization of the ventricular myocardium oc

curs. The potential generated by the ventricular depolarization is recorded in the 

ECG as the QRS complex. Immediately after depolarization, cellular metabolism 

proceeds to repair the semipermeability of the membranes, and there is another, 

slower ion movement as the polarized state is restored, which is called repolariza

tion. This repolarization of ventricular muscle normally produces a large potential 

recorded as the T wave in the ECG. It is customary to speak of the duration of the 

various segments in seconds and the amplitude in millivolts. It is from this type of 

recording that we will take discrete data points for our analysis. The actual data 

are recorded at Harvard University and MIT in their Division of Health Sciences 

and Technology and is distributed on CD-ROM. 

Figure 1.1: Electrocardiograph (ECG) of a Single Normal Heartbeat 
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1.2.2 Wind Data 

The Texas Tech Wind Engineering Research Field Laboratory(WERFL) fa

cilities provides to measure wind-induced pressures on a low-rise building and 

meteorological measurements (see [3,4]). The facilities consist of a rotatable, pre

fabricated metal building of dimension 30ft x45ft xl3ft and a 160 ft meteorological 

tower located at a distance of 150 ft from the building. The following description 

of instrumentation and data acquisition system at WERFL is for Mode 98 setup 

only. 

Instrumentation for Mode 98 setup includes four three-cup anemometers, two 

wind direction vanes, two UVW anemometers, two temperature sensors, one baro

metric pressure sensor, one relative humidity sensor, and some pressure transduc

ers. Anemometer placement on the tower is as follows: 3-cup anemometers are 

mounted at the 3, 13, 70, 160 ft levels, wind direction vanes are placed at 13 and 

160 ft, UVW anemometers are mounted at 8 and 33 ft heights. One additional 

3-cup anemometer is installed atop a 13 ft pole situated halfway between the tower 

and the test building. Temperature, barometric pressure, and relative humidity 

sensors are mounted on the tower at a height of 13 ft. An additional temperature 

sensor is also mounted at the top of the tower at 33ft. 

Roof pressure data are sampled at the rate of 30 Hz for Mode 98 records using 

several pressure transducers installed at roof corner and wall taps. Wind speed 

data are sampled using the anemometers at 10 Hz. The data acquisition system 

operates continuously, monitoring the wind speed and triggering automatically 

when the one-minute mean speed (at the building roof height) exceeds a selected 

desired wind speed. Once triggered, the computer first performs a short (20 sec) 
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pre-test calibration run for transducer zero drift, automatically turning appropriate 

solenoid valves on and off. Next, the main acquisition program is run (typically of 

15 minute duration). Once finished, a post-test zero calibration run is performed 

and then the trigerring program is reseted. Data signals are processed using IBM 

PC XT with a 12-bit analog-to-digital (A/D) converter. Collected data are stored 

on optical cartridges. 



CHAPTER II 

MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND 

2.1 Spectral and Bispectral Density 

2.1.1 Definitions of Spectral and Bispectral Density 

Let X{t) be a real valued discrete parameter time series. We also assume that 

X(t) is a third-order stationary time series, i.e., it satisfies the following conditions. 

(i) E(X(t)) = fi, independent oft. 

(ii) Var(X(t)) = a^, independent of t. 

Cov(X{t)^X(t -f s)) = R{s), a function of s only. 

{in) Cum{X{t), X{t + 5i), X{t -f S2)) 

= E((X(t) - /z)(X(t -f sj) - /z)(X(t + S2) - M)) 

= C{si,S2), a function of Si and S2 only. 

The theoretical second-order spectrum /(cj) and the third-order spectrum /((Ji, LJ2), 

called bispectrum, are respectively defined by 

-1 0 0 

f(uj) = — Yl R(s)e~'^'^, -TT < u; < TT, and (2.1) 
^ / i 

S——00 

/(a;i,a.2) = - i j E E C{si,S2)e-<-'l-^l^'2''2), - x < a,],a;2 < TT. (2.2) 
5 l = —OOS2 = —OO 

It is easy to see that 

R(s) = R{-s) 

C(si,S2) = C(s2.si) = C{-si,S2-si) = C(si-S2,-S2). 

8 
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hi view of (ii(̂  above relations il follows liiat 

f(uj) = / ( - u.') and 

7 ( ^ 1 , ^ 2 ) = . / (^ 'v^^ ' l ) = f{~-UJi,UJ2 - uJ]) - f{^'\ - 0J2. -^'2) 

= . / ' ( - ^ ' l , - ^ ' ' 2 ) -

2 1.2 Computation of Spectral and Bispectral Density 

Sevc^ral methods have been proposed to compute the spectral density function 

IVoiii a given sample of time series data. But all these methods can be grouped 

mainly into two categories, viz., (i) parametric methods, and (ii) nonparametric 

iu(>tliods (see [19]). 

2.1.2.1 Parametric Method 

Tliis method is based on model fitting of the time series data, usually ARM.A 

or linear model. More precisely, let {A^(i)} be a real vahn^d discrete parameter 

time series that satisfy the ARMA(p,q) model 

X{t) -\- aiX{t - 1) + • • • + aj,X{t -p) = e{t) -\- bie{t - I) + • • - + hqe{t - q), (2.3) 

where {e{t)} are i.i.d. random variables with E(e(t)) = 0, Var{e{t)) = al, 

E{e^{t)) — fis, and ai,- • • ,ap,bi,' • • ,bq are the unknown parameters to be es

timated, then f{uj) and f{uJuUJ2) can be written as 

f{uj) = ^ x | ^ ( e x p ( - ^ a ; ) ) | ^ a n d (2.4) 

f(LJuuJ2) = 7^r(exp(-zu;i))r(exp(-za;2))r(exp(z(c^i-hu;2))), (2.5) 
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where 

r{x) = l + fei^ + --- + ^x^ (2.6) 
1 -f aix 4- h aqXP 

Since equation (2.3) can be written in the linear representation form as 

oo 

X(t) = J29ne{t-n), (2.7) 
n=0 

it follows that the transfer function F could be written as 

oo 
rix) = Y.gr,x\ (2.8) 

n-O 

As an example, let {X(t)} satisfy the relation 

X(^) - OAX{t - 1) -f 0.7X(t -2) = e{t), (2.9) 

where {e{t)} satisfy the above mentioned conditions.Then the spectral density, 

/(cj), and the bispectral density, f{ui,LJ2), are given by 

2 

f(uj) = - ^ X |1 - 0.4exp(-zct;) -I- 0.7exp(-22u;)|~^, and 
27r 

f{ui,uj2) = —^r(exp(-ia;i))r(exp(-za;2))r(exp(^(a;i +a;2))), 

where r(x) = (1 - 0.4x 4- 0.7x'^)-K 

2.1.2.2 Nonparametric Method 

This method is based on smoothing the periodogram by a suitable weight func

tion or a spectral window. Besides the smoothing technique, there are two more 

nonparametric methods that have gained much popularity in recent years, namely, 

Pisarenko's method [20,21] and Capon's method [22]. 
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Let X(1),X(2),--- ,X(A^) be a sample from {X{t)}. Then the natural esti

mates of R(s), and C{si,S2) are given by 

^W = ^ E V ( 0 - ^ ) ( A ( ^ + 5 ) - X , ) 5 > 0 , (2.10) 
^^ t=i 

^(^1,82) = ^j:{X{t)-X){X{t + s,)-X).{X{t + s,)-X), (2.11) 

where 

1 ^ 

-'^ t = i 

and 7 = max(0, 81,52), Si > 0, 2̂ > 0. Hence, from equations (2.1) and (2.2). 

the natural estimates of /(a;) and f{uji,uj2) are, respectively, given by 

/ ( ^ ) = ^ E A(^)R(r)cos(a;r) , (2.12) 
T = -{N-1) 

(7V-1) (AT-l) 

/(u;i,a;2) = - ^ E E A(- i , -^)C(r i , r2)e- ( - -+-- ) . (2.13) 
^ ^ r i = - ( A r - l ) T 2 = - ( i V - l ) ^'^ ^̂ ^ 

where M = M{N) determines the width of the window, X(s) is a smoothing window 

function, and A(si, S2) is a two-dimensional window function generally taken to be 

the product of three one-dimensional windows as 

A(si,52) = A(si)A(52)A(si - S2). 

Some of the well-known weight functions are given below. 

Daniell window: 
sin(g7r) 

As) = . 
sir 

Tukey-Hamming window : 

\j(s) = 0.54 -I- 0.46cos(7rs) for |s| < 1, and = 0 otherwise. 
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Parzen window: 

Ap(s) = l - 6 5 2 + 6|s|^for |s| < 0 . 5 , 

= 2(1 - |s|)^ for 0.5 < |s| < 1, and = 0 otherwise. 

Bartlett-Priestley window: 

. . 3 sin(7rs) 
ABP(S) = -——I cos(7r5)}. 

[-KSy -KS 

In [5], Subba Rao and Gabr have considered the following optimum two-

dimensional lag window. 

w X 8 I A2si^r2si + siS2) . . 
A(Si,S2) = -^{-[ ^3^3 COs(s2-Si)7r 

(2s? + 5s^ - 5siS2) . . , (5s? + 2s^-5s iS2) . ., 
+ sl(s,-s,f ^°^(^ ' " )+ {s,-s,fs\ ^°^(^^")' 

(S2 — Si) . Si 
- 2 - ^ s i n ( s 2 - si)7r + — - -
S1S2 S2t̂ S2 — Sij 

- [—^2"^—sin(s2 - SijTT + ^ — —^sin(si7r) 

+ , 2 ( 3 / ! ,^)2-n(*^-)l}-

Throughout our analysis, we have considered Daniell window as one-dimensional 

and the above optimal window for two-dimensional lag window. 

2.2 Test of Symmetry and Linearity 

In this section, we will present the statistical test procedures for testing the 

linearity and Gaussianity of a process. These tests are due to Subba Rao and 

Gabr [5]. 

From equation (2.5) it follows that if /xa = 0, then j{ujx,U2) = 0 for all uji 

and u)2- Of course, if the random variables {e(i)} are Gaussian, then //a = 0 and 

/(a;i,LJ2) — 0 for ^ <^i,^2- Under certain conditions on the sequences {a„} and 
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{bn} or equivalently on the sequence {gn}. one can show that the normality of 

{e{t)} implies the normality of {A'(^)}. It then follows that if the process {X{f)} 

is Gaussian then the bispectral density function /(a;i,^'2) = 0 for all a.'i and "̂2-

Therefore, Gaussianity of the process implies that the bispectral density is zero. On 

the other hand, suppose {e{t)} follows some non-Gaussian, symmetric distribution. 

Then we have //3 = 0 and the non-Gaussianity of {e(t)} implies that the process 

{A'(f)} are also non-Gaussian. But since ^3 = 0. we have f{tJi.uJ2) = 0 for all '̂1 

and oo'2. Therefore, the bispectral density is equal to zero does not imply that the 

process is Gaussian. In other words, it might happen that the process is linear but 

not necessarily Gaussian. If {X{t)} is linear, but may or may not be Gaussian, 

then from equations (2.4) and (2.5) it follows that 

T{u;i,uj2) = T7—x./ V r / \ ; = 7^-(-4)^a constant for all c '̂i, '̂2- (2.14) 
/ ( ^ ' i ) / ( ' ^ ' 2 ) / ( ^ ' i + ^ 2 ) 27r a^ 

We call the above function r(a;i,a;2) as the normalized bispectral density. This 

function involving bispectrum can be used for testing the degree of departure from 

linearity and this is the basis of the test devloped by Hinich [2] and Subba Rao 

and Gabr [5]. They have developed statistical test procedures to test the following 

two null hypothesis. 

Hoi '• fd^i^^'i) = 0, for all ui and uj2-

HQ2 : T{LJI,LJ2) = constant, for all cui and UJ2-

Acceptance of HQI confirms that the process is linear and fi^ = 0. The process 

may be Gaussian or may be non-Gaussian. Acceptance of H02 and rejection of 

Hoi confirms that the process is linear but non-Gaussian. Programs based on 
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Subba Rao and Gabr tests are developed (see Appendix A). For details of the test 

procedures, please see Subba Rao and Gabr[5]. 

2.3 Bilinear Model and the Estimation of its Parameters 

The general form of a bilinear model is given by 

p q m k 

X(f) + ^aA'(^-0 = a + e(t)-f^6,e(t-j) + EEcu^(^-0e(t-j). (2.15) 
i—l j = l i=lj=l 

where (A'(l), • • •, X(A^)) is a time series realization of a stationary process {X(^)}, 

(GI. • • •. flp. 6i. • • •. 6g, Cii. • • •. Cmk- ci) are the unknown parameters to be estimated, 

and {e(z)} are i.i.d. random variables from N[^.(JI). In short, equation (2.15) is 

denoted by BL{p,q:m.k). Although, it is possible to fit the full bilinear model, 

we will consider here only BL{p. 0. m. k). Let us denote 

0i = cii. i = 1.2. • • • .p. 

0p+l = C i i , ^p+2 = Ci2 • • • . Up+mk = Cmk'i ^p+mk+l = < -̂

SO that the set of parameter, in vector form, can be written as 

^ = ( ^ 1 , ^ 2 , •• • , ^ n ) : 

where n = p -\- mk -\- 1. and t denotes transpose. Let us assume that e{i) = 

0. for i = 1. 2, • • •, 7, where 7 = max(p, m. A;). Then the joint distribution of {e(7+ 

1), • • • .e{N)} is given by 

(2^a,^)-<'^-^W^exp{--^ Y: e'{t)}. (2.16) 
^ ^ e t = 7 + l 

Therefore, the conditional maximum likelihood estimate of 9, say 9, can be ob

tained by minimizing the function 

F{e) = Y, e'W- (217) 
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Using Xewton-Raphson iterative method, the improved value of the parameter 9 

in the (z + l ) - th stage of iteration is given by 

9^'^^^ = 9^'^ - H-\9^^)G{9^^), (2.18) 

where 

_ ,dF(6) dF(0) dF{B) 

The part ial derivatives of F(9) with respect to 9 are given by 

dF{9) ^ J^ , ^de{t) , , 

-em = M; ,^^^+M; , ' ( *^W^' ' '^= ' '2 ' - - - ' " - (2 -22) 

Due to computat ional complexity, we will approximate the second derivative, given 

in the later equation, by the first term. The partial derivatives of e{t) with respect 

to 9i are given in the following equations. 

de{t) 

dtti 

dejt) 
^C^j 

= -(/)(ai)-^X{t-i), 2 = 1,2, •••,;?, (2.23) 

= -(|){c^j)-X(t-^)e{t-J).^ = lr^•.m, j = l.---.k, (2.24) 

^ = - 0 ( a ) - 1 , (2.25) 

where 
m k Q^U _ j \ 

m) = Y,E<='i^(t-') 98 • ' = 1-2, • •• .« . (2.26) 

The residual variance is estimated as 

1 ^ 
ol = ^ . T E ^ ' W ^ (2.27) e (^ - 7) ,tt 
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where {e{t),t = (7 -|- 1) , - -- ,A'} are calculated from equation (2.15) with the 

unknown parameters replaced by their convergent estimated values. In order to 

estimate the parameters in the bilinear model, we will follow the following steps. 

Step 1. First fit the best AR(p) model using State-Space method or by solving 

the Yule-Waker equations and then calculate the corresponding residual variance 

aKAR) and AIC given by 

AIC = {N - i)\ogal + 271. 

Step 2. Calculate the initial residual estimates {e(t), t = (7 -f 1 ) , - • • , A^}, using 

the AR model found in Step 1. 

Step 3. Compute the parameters using Newton-Raphson method as discussed 

earlier with a = 0, Q^ = 0 for z = 1, • • •, m, and j = 1, • • •, /c, and a^'s from AR 

model. 

Step 4. Compute the new residual variance and AIC using the converged fitted 

model from Step 3. 

step 5. Repeat Step 3. and Step 4. with increasing m or /c by 1 symmetrically 

and one of them at a time till the residual variance or the AIC is smaller than 

that obtained with the previous set of m and k. These final set of values of m and 

k that yields minimum AIC from Step 4, gives the optimum order of the bilinear 

model. 



CHAPTER III 

DATA SETS 

In order to see how the final fitted bilinear model predicts and simulates, four 

different types of time series records are considered in this thesis. The first three 

records are from ECG database and the last one is from WIND database. A 

detailed description for each of the records are given below. 

3.1 ECG Data 

The ECG records used in this thesis was originally designed and produced 

by the Harvard-MIT Division of Health Sciences and Tecnology of Biomedical 

Engineering Center. The recording of these original data were made between 1975 

and 1979 by Beth Israel Hospital Arrhythmia Laboratory and are transfered to CD-

ROM in 1992 [18]. The MIT database consists of digitized information gathered 

from 234 subjects. Each recording consists of a primary and a secondary lead. 

The primary lead is taken as the series for modeling, prediction and simulation 

purposes because most of the pertinent information are contained in this lead. 

Also the primary lead has got annotations to identify the anomalies in a subject's 

ECG. 

The first record from ECG database represents five seconds recording of a nor

mal heartbeat for patient number 123 in [18]. A single five second segment (03:10 

- 03:15) is extracted from this person's recordings and consists of approximately 

900 data points. Henceforth, we will refer to this series by ECG-1. Note that the 

points from the original sample for each ECG record have been filtered out by 

17 
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considering alternate points because of computational advantages. A continuous 

plot of the series is shown in Figure 3.1. With the exception of a few instances of 

noise in the sample, the complete half hour of this persons recordings is shown to 

be normal and hence no other annotations by the medical staff were needed for 

this data set. From Figure 3.1, it is clear that the considered segment is free of 

any noise and disturbances. 

The second record from ECG database is taken from a person's heartbeat 

recording that shows some irregularities. In medical science, this type of irregular

ities are termed as Bidirectional Ventricular Tachycardia. In this case also, a five 

seconds recording is extracted from record number 223 in [18] from time 09:37 to 

time 09:42. Henceforth, we will refer this series by ECG-2 series. A continuous 

graph of ECG-2 is shown in Figure 3.2. The graph of Figure 3.2 shows many 

irregularities that are not noticed in the graph of Figure 3.1 of a normal heart. 

Here also, no noticeable noise is found in the extracted portion of the series. This 

graph also follows a particular pattern as the graph of ECG-1 data series do. 

The third series from ECG data is extracted from record number 232 in [18] 

from time 01:52 to time 01:57. A graph of this segment is shown in Figure 3.3. 

This recording is of a person having various irregularities in heart beat. This can 

be seen from Figure 3.3 with the regular heartbeat immediately followed by two 

more heartbeats. Such type of irregularities in medical science are termed as Atrial 

Couplets. For further reference, we will call this series by ECG-3. In all the figures 

(Figure 3.1-3.3), we have removed the mean from the original data. 
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3.2 Wind Data 

As we mentioned earlier. Our last series is from wind data. Here each record 

contains several fields with 9000 points each. Among many of the fields of a record, 

U-component of the wind velocity is one of them. For our analysis purpose, we 

have selected the U-component of velocity that is resolved from wind speed and 

wind direction from a record of MODE 98. A graph of 1000 data points is shown in 

Figure 3.4 after taking the natural log and then removing the mean. The reason for 

considering logarithmically transformed data is to make the data set more compact 

so that the variation will be less. Henceforth, we will consider this transformed 

data as our original time series. In the next chapter, we will present our results of 

analysis. 
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Figure 3.1: Plotting of original data (ECG-1) 

900 

Figure 3.2: Plotting of original data (ECG-2) 
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Figure 3.3: Plotting of original data (ECG-3) 
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Figure 3.4: Plotting of original data (WIND) 



CHAPTER I\ ' 

RESULTS 

4.1 Test Cases 

In order to see how good is our method in detecting the hnearity/non-linearity 

characteristics of some unknown series, we have generated two test series according 

to equations 4.1 and 4.2 given below. 

X ( l ) = 0.1, X(2) = 0.15 

X{t) = 1.3X{t-l)-0AX{t-2)-^e{t) (4.1) 

X(^) = 0 . 4 X ( ^ - l ) + 0 . 6 X ( ^ - l ) e ( t - l ) + e(t), (4.2) 

where {e(t)} is a sequence of i.i.d. random A^(0,1) variates. The first one is linear 

and Gaussian, where as the second one is non-linear. We will call these two test 

data sets as Series A and Series B. the graph of these test series are shown in 

Figures 4.1-4.2. spectral density, bispectral density, and the normalized Bispectral 

density for these data set are shown in Figures 4.3-4.8. Note that, in the plots 

of spectral densities, uj varies from zero to 27r = 6.28. However, in the plots of 

bispectral and normalized bispectral densities, a;i = a;2 = 27r and each axis along 

uji and iJ2 is divided into 40 equal grids. Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 contain the 

Gaussianity and linearity test results. As expected, the F values for Series A are 

less than the 5% point of F ( 14,4) = 5.89, and for Series B the F values are greater 

than 5.89. Since we did not discuss the details of the test procedures in this thesis, 

we need to refer to [5] in order to find the actual degrees of freedom used in F or T 

statistics. This confirms that both the series are correctly identified. Also from the 
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graphs of spectral and bispectral densities (Figures 4.3, 4.4, 4.5. and 4.7). we can 

draw similar conclusions. However, due to minor irregularities at few points in the 

bispectral density for series A, the normalized bispectral density did not appear to 

be constant for series A. They are more or less similar for both the series A and 

the series B (Figures 4.6 and 4.8). Therefore, the normaUzed bispectral density 

does not help to draw same conclusion about the series. 

We have fitted an AR as well as a BL(3,0;3,2) model for the data series A and 

B. The percentage of decrease in AIC in BL model over AR model is much less for 

Series A than that of Series B. This is shown in Table 4.3. This suggests that if 

the data is really generated from linear model, then BL model does not help much. 

In other words, if the decrease in AIC is significant, say, more than 10%, then BL 

model is more appropriate than AR model and there is a valid reason to believe 

that the series is generated from a non-linear process. 

4.2 Computation of Bispectral Density and Linearity Test 

In this section, we have computed the spectral, bispectral. and normalized 

bispectral densities for ECG as well as WIND data. These are shown in Figures 

4.9- 4.20. Based on first 500 data points, statistical tests for Gaussianity/Linearity 

are done for each data series. These results are shown in Tables 4.4-4.5. It is found 

that both the WIND data and ECG-3 series can be considered as Gaussian as well 

as linear. However, ECG-1 and ECG-2 series are found to be non-Gaussian and 

non-linear. Due to computation time, these tests are done only for the first 500 

data points. Results might be different if tests are carried out with full set of data. 

In the next section, we have fitted bilinear models for ECG-1 and ECG-2 datasets. 
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4 

Since bilinear model will always give a better result and moreover, in order to see 

the percentage decrease in AIC. we have also fitted BL models for datasets ECG-3 

and WIND too. 

4.3 Bilinear Model Fitting for Wind Data 

In order to fit an appropriate bilinear model, we first need to find an approxi

mate value for the AR parameters. This is done by State-Space method and it is 

found that the best AR model for the wind data considered is of order 3. However, 

the residuals computed from the AR model do not follow normal distribution. But 

that is satisfactory, if we use our model for prediction purposes only. However, if 

we want to use the model for simulation purposes, we need to know the actual dis

tribution of the residuals. Since we have considered a farely large sample, we can 

assume that residuals are almost normally distributed. Consequently, ignoring the 

results of normality test for the residuals, we have simulated the WIND data using 

AR model too. Next, we have fitted a bilinear BL{3,0; 3, 2) model according to 

the algorithm given in Chapter II. The parameters for the fitted models are sum

marized in Table 4.6 (for WIND data). The adequacy of the fitted bilinear model 

is verified by testing normality of the residuals. In this case, indeed, the residuals 

do follow a normal distribution which was one of the fundamental assumptions 

to fitting bilinear model. The results of normaUty test are summarized in Table 

4.7. One point prediction of the data using both AR model and bilinear model are 

shown in Figure 4.21 and Figure 4.22, respectively. Simulation of the original data 

is also carried out using both AR model and bilinear models. Results are shown in 

Figure 4.23 and Figure 4.24. Residuals resulting from one point prediction using 
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AR model and BL model are plotted in Figures 4.25-4.26. The percentage decrease 

in AIC is only 1.3. This suggests that an AR model is enough for the WIND data. 

However, it is found that for multistep prediction error goes out of bounds within 

a few time steps. 
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Figure 4.2: Series B 
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Figure 4.3: Spectral density of Series A 
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Figure 4.4: Spectral density of Series B 
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Figure 4.5: Bispectral density of Series A 

Figure 4.6: Normalized bispectral density of Series A 
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Figure 4.7: Bispectral density of Series B 

Figure 4.8: Normalized bispectral density of Series B 
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Table 4.1: Results of Gaussianity test for Test Series 

Data set 

Series A 

Series B 

T2 

4.89 

34.68 

Fi 

1.40 

9.91 

Table 4.2: Results of Linearity test for Test Series 

Data set 

Series A 

Series B 

j 2 

5.97 

20.77 

Fi 

2.98 

10.39 

Table 4.3: Decrease in AIC in BL model over AR model for Test Series 

Data set 

Series A 

Series B 

AR model 

27.874 

504.00 

BL model 

27.0156 

262.20 

Percentage decrease 

3.0 

48.0 
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Figure 4.9: Spectral density for dataset ECG-1 
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Figure 4.10: Spectral density for dataset ECG-2 
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Figure 4.11: Spectral density for dataset ECG-3 
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Figure 4.12: Spectral density for dataset WIND 
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Figure 4.13: Bispectral density for dataset ECG-1 

Figure 4.14: Normalized Bispectral density for dataset ECG-1 
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Figure 4.15: Bispectral density for dataset ECG-2 

Figure 4.16: Normalized Bispectral density for dataset ECG-2 
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Figure 4.17: Bispectral density for dataset ECG-3 
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Figure 4.18: Normalized Bispectral density for dataset ECG-3 
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Figure 4.19: Bispectral density for dataset Wind 

Figure 4.20: Normalized Bispectral density for dataset Wind 



Table 4.4: Results of Gaussianity test 

Data set 

WIND 

ECG-1 

ECG-2 

ECG-3 

J2 

14.33 

43.49 

129.74 

24.38 

Fi 

4.09 

12.43 

37.07 

6.96 

Table 4.5: Results of Linearity test 

Data set 

WIND 

ECG-1 

ECG-2 

ECG-3 

j2 

9.97 

268.36 

43.00 

2.00 

F2 

4.99 

134.18 

21.50 

1.00 



Table 4.6: Estimates of the model parameters for the WIND data 

38 

Parameter 

Go 

fll 

^ 2 

^11 

bi2 

^21 

^22 

bsi 

&32 

a 

residual variance 

AIC 

Percentage decrease in AIC 

AR Model 

1.62 

-0.671 

0.041 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0003982 

-69816.00 

0.0 

Bilinear Model 

1.394563 

-0.232727 

-0.170643 

4.526625 

1.929027 

-6.085243 

-2.650419 

2.029531 

0.523206 

-0.001772 

0.0003846 

-70726.00 

1.3 



Table 4.7: Results of normality test for the residuals (WIND data) 
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Parameter 

mean (error) 

variance (error) 

D 

Z 

Prob. greater D one-sided 

prob. greater D two-sided 

ARModel 

0.0003 

0.0003982 

0.0233 

2.2076 

0.00006 

0.00012 

BilinearModel 

0.00085 

0.0003846 

0.0173 

1.2415 

0.046 

0.092 
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Figure 4.21: One point prediction of the wind data using AR Model 
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Figure 4.22: One point prediction of the wind data using Bilinear Model 
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Figure 4.23: Simulation of the WIND data using AR model 
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Figure 4.24: Simulation of the WIND data using BL model 
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Figure 4.25: Residuals Plot Using AR model (WIND) 
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Figure 4.26: Residuals Plot Using BL model (WIND) 
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4.4 Bilinear Model Fitting for ECG data 

We have seen earlier that the ECG data sets follow a non-linearity trend, ex

cept ECG-3 series. Consequently.in this section, we have fitted BiUnear model 

BL(3,0;3. 2) for each of the three ECG data sets. The estimated values of the 

parameters are given in Table 4.8. The adequacy of the fitted models are failed 

when the residuals are tested for normality. This suggests that a more higher order 

Bilinear model is appropriate for ECG data. Accordingly, we tried to fit higher 

order BL models. But the Hessian matrix involved in the BL model becomes very 

ill-posed and as a result the IMSL package used to calculate the inverse of that 

matrix does not work. Since the residuals do not follow normality, simulation of 

the ECG data do not work well. However, the RMSE for one point prediction is 

much less than that of obtained by Brian[17]. This is shown in Table 4.9. Figures 

4.27-4.29 show the one point prediction using BL model. Residuals are also plotted 

in Figures 4.30-4.32. From the residual plots, we can see that prediction does not 

work well wherever there are picks in the original series. The presence of these 

few picks in the residuals might be the reason for the failure of normaUty of the 

residuals for ECG data. 
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Table 4.8: Estimates of the BL parameters for the ECG data 

Parameter 

Go 

di 

0^2 

bu 

bi2 

b2i 

^22 

^31 

^32 

a 

residual variance 

residual mean 

AIC(BL) 

AIC(AR) 

Percentage decrease in AIC 

ECG-I 

1.9034 

-1.3529 

0.4054 

1.2711 

-1.3470 

-0.9945 

3.1975 

0.5981 

-1.7651 

-0.0007 

0.0419 

0.00013 

-5565 

-4873 

14.20 

ECG-2 

2.2995 

-1.7543 

0.4405 

-0.4942 

0.4466 

3.4494 

1.4061 

-2.8017 

-1.8909 

-0.0010 

0.0268 

-0.00001 

-6464 

-6326 

2.20 

ECG-3 

1.7794 

-1.2438 

0.4299 

-0.9177 

3.9190 

1.8327 

-8.8032 

-1.1867 

3.3023 

0.0029 

0.0243 

0.00013 

-6639 

-6198 

7.11 
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Table 4.9: Comparison of RMSE in one point prediction 

Series 

ECG-I 

ECG-2 

ECG-3 

Back Propagation 

0.0638 

0.0524 

0.0338 

Radial Basis 

0.1604 

0.0913 

0.0603 

Perlmutter 

0.1535 

0.1082 

0.0478 

Bilinear 

0.0419 

0.0268 

0.0243 
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Figure 4.27: One point prediction (ECG-1) from BL Model 
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Figure 4.28: One point prediction (ECG-2) from BL Model 
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Figure 4.29: One point prediction (ECG-3) from BL Model 

Figure 4.30: Residual Plot (ECG-1) 
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Figure 4.31: Residual plots (ECG-2) 

Figure 4.32: Residual plots (ECG-3) 



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

In this thesis we saw that the bispectral density function really helps to deter

mine the exact nature of the underlying process of some unknown time series data. 

We also found that when the data arises from a linear process, then the percentage 

decrease in AIC in bilinear model over linear model is not significant and hence 

the bilinear model that involves more numbers of unknown parameters than in 

the linear model is not required. All the time series considered in this thesis arise 

almost from linear processes. This conclusion might not be valid if we consider a 

large sample, i.e., WIND data. Because for computational difficulties, we had to 

consider only 1000 data points for bispectral density computation which in turn 

affects the linearity/Gaussianity test too. It is also noticed that unlike in neural 

network, multistep prediction using either AR model or BL model does not work. 
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C This program computes the bispectral density for a time series. * 
C To run this program, we need to assign the input file to forO 10. • 
C In the input file, data are assumed to be in a column. * 
C Program will ask fornumber of data points(ndata) during run time. * 
C Also we need to assign the output file to foi003. * 
C First 40 (=np) lines in the output file contain the spectral * 
C density. Rest 40 * 40 = 1600 (np*np) lines contain the bispectral * 
C and normalized bispectral densities, each line corresponds to * 
C each combination of (omega 1, omega2). These results are then can be * 
C plotted using MATLAB. * 

double precision chat(1025,1025),x(512),rhat(512),fhatl(50). 
Ifhat2(50,50),freq(50,50), nfhat(50,50). sum, suml,sum2,temp 
2.xl, omegl. omeg2, omeg, omega. xmean,pipm,const,pil 
3,fi«il, x2. x3 

integer si, s2 ,sl 1, s22, taul,tau2, upper 

C open(unit=10, file='work$area:lfmdey]sunspot.dat',status='old') 
C q)en(unit=4. file='work$area:Ifimdey]wind.dat',status='unknown') 
C open(umt=3, file='woik$area:[findey]out.dat',status='unknown') * 
( ; ; • * * * * • * • * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * • * * * * • * * • • * • • * * • • • * • * * * • * * * * * • * * * • • * • * • * • 

Write(6,101) 
101 format(5x,'give the input value for number of data points') 

read(5,*)ndata 
sum=0.0 

C READ THE DATA POINTS 
do 2 i=l,ndata 
read(10,*)x(i) 
sum=sum+x(i) 

2 continue 

C COMPUTE MEAN 
xmean=sum/ndata 

C REMOVE MEAN 
do 3 i=l.ndata 
x(i)=x(i)-xmean 

3 continue 

nc = 30 
ndt=2*nc-l 
pi=4.0*atan(l.) 
picube=pi**3 
pm=0.32D02 
pipm=pi/pm 
const=4.D0*(pi**2) 
pil=0.05D0*pi 
const2=8.0/7.0 
np=40 

C N = nc, M = pm. np = 40 is used to devide 2 •pi into 40 equal grids. 
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c 

do 5 sl=l,nc 
sll=sl-l 
suml=O.DO 
do4nt=l,ndata-sll 
sum 1=sum 1 +x(nt)*x(nt+s 11) 

4 continue 
rhat(s 1 )=sum 1/ndata 

5 continue 

do 6 i=l,nc-l 
xl=i*pipm 
rhat(i+l)=dsin(xl)/xl*rhat(i+l) 

6 continue 

c TO COMPUTE THE SPECTRAL DENSITY 
do 10 i=l,np 
omegl=(i-l)*pil 
suml=0.D0 
do 7 taul=l,nc-l 
xl=omegl*taul 

suml=suml + rhat(taul+l)*dcos(xl) 
7 continue 

fhatl(i)=(suml+rhat(l)/2.D0)/pi 
write(3,*)omegl, fhatl(i) 
do9j=l,np 
omeg2=(j-l)*pil 
omeg=omeg 1 -t-omeg2 
suml=0.D0 
do 8 tau2=l,nc-l 
xl=omeg*tau2 
suml=sumH-rhat(tau2+l)*dcos(xl) 

8 continue 
fhat2(ij)=(suml+rhat(l)/0.2D01)/pi 

c write(6,*)temp 
c fhat2(ij)=fhatl(i)*fhatl(j)*temp 
9 continue 

c write(6,99)(fhat2(ij)j=l, np) 
10 continue 

• • • * • • • * * * * * * * * * • • • * * * • * * * * * * * • * * * • * • * * 

To compute the bispectral density, 
do 13 sl=l, ndt 
sll=sl-nc 
do 12 s2=l, ndt 

s22=s2-nc 
if(sll le. s22)then 

min=sll 
max=s22 

c 

else 
min=s22 
max=sll 

endif 
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c 

minl=l-min 
if (mini le. l)then 

lower=l 
else 

lower=minl 
endif 
maxl=ndata-max 
if (maxl ge. ndata) then 

upper=ndata 
else 

endif 
upper=maxl 

sum=0.D0 
do 11 nt=lower, upper 
sum=sum+x(nt)*x(nt+sl l)*x(nt+s22) 

11 continue 
xl=sll*pipm 
x2=s22*pipm 
x3=xl-x2 
if ((xl .eq. 0.0) .and. (x2 .eq. 0.0))then 

term=1.0 
else 

c if ((xl .eq. 0.).and.(x2 ne. 0.0))then 
c term=(sin(x2)/x2)**2 
c else 
c if((xl ne. 0.).and.(x2 .eq. 0.0))then 
c term=(sin(xl)/xl)**2 
c else 
c if(x3 .eq. 0.)then 
c tenn= sin(x 1 )/x 1 •sin(x2)/x2 

if (((xl .eq. 0.).and.(x2 ne. 0.0)) 
1 .or. ((xl .ne. 0.).and.(x2 eq. 0.0)).or. 
2 (x3 .eq. 0.0))then 

if(abs(xl) le. abs(x2))then 
xm=x2 
else 
xm=xl 

endif 
term=4.0*(30.-(30.+9.*xm*xm)*cos(xm) 

1 +(-6.*xm+xm**3)*sin(xm))/(21.*xm*xm*xm*xm) 
else 

slsq=xl*xl 
slcube=slsq*xl 
s2sq=x2*x2 
s2cube=s2sq*x2 
sl2=xl*x2 
x3cube=x3 *x3 *x3 
tl=(2.*(slsq+s2sq)+sl2)*cos(x3)/(slcube*s2cube) 
t2=(2.*slsq+5.*(s2sq-sl2))*cos(xl)/(s2cube*x3cube) 
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t3=(5.*(slsq-sl2)+2.*s2sq)*cos(x2)/(x3cube*slcube) 
terml=tl-t2+t3 
t4=x3*sin(x3)/(slsq*s2sq) 
t5=xl*sin(xl)/(s2sq*x3*x3) 
t6=x2*sin(x2)/(slsq*x3*x3) 
term2=t4+t5+t6 
term=(terml -term2)*const2 

endif 
endif 

c endif 
c endif 

chat(sl ,s2)=term*sum/ndata 
12 continue 
13 continue 

C 

do 26 i=l,np 
omegl=(i-l)*pil 

c 
do 25 j=i,np 
omeg2=(j-l)*pil 

c 
suml=O.DO 
sum2=0.D0 
do 24 taul=l,ndt 
ntaul=taul - nc 
omega 1 =ntau 1 *omeg 1 
do 23 tau2=l,ndt 
ntau2=tau2 - nc 
omega2=ntau2*omeg2 
omega=omega 1 +omega2 
chat 1 =chat(tau 1, tau2) 

sum 1 =sum 1 + chat 1 *dcos(omega) 
sum2=sum2 + chatl*dsin(omega) 

23 continue 
24 continue 

suml=suml/const 
sum2=sum2/const 
fireql=suml*suml + sum2*sum2 
temp=freq 1/fhat 1 (i) 
temp=temp/fhat 1 (j) 
nfhat(ij)=temp/fhat2(ij) 
freq(i J)=sqrt(freq 1) 
C write(6,*)omegl, omeg2, fi"eql, nfhatl 

25 continue 
do27j=l,i-l 
fi-eq(ij)=freq(j,i) 
nfhat(ij)=nfhat(j,i) 

27 continue 
do28j=l,np 
write(3, *)freq(i j),nfhat(i j ) 

28 continue 
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26 continue 
stop 
end 

\newpage 

C THIS PROGRAM IS DEVELOPED FOR TESTING GAUSSIANITY * 
C OF A TIME SERIES DATA AT THE INNER POINTS * 
C BEFORE RUN ASSIGN THE INPUT FILE TO FORO 10 AND THE * 
C OUTPUT FILE TO FOR003.T AND F STATISTICS WILL BE WRITTEN * 
C ON THE OUTPUT FILE. THE REAL PARTS OF THESE COMPLEX * 
C NUMBERS ARE THE DESIRED RESULTS. FOR DETAILS SEE THE OUTPUT • 
C FORMAT. * 

COMPLEX A(7,7), SAI(7,9), SAIC(9,7), AMEAN(7), SUMS 
1, SUMl, SUM2, A2(7,7), Al, TSTAT, FSTAT, DB(7,9), PROD(7,7) 

INTEGER GAMA(10),P,R,R1, Sll, S22, SI, S2 
REAL X ,Y, XI, Yl, xd(9000) 
COMMON NC,NDT,CONST 
COMMON CHAT(230,230) 

C OPEN(UNIT=10,FILE='WORK$AREA:[FMDEY1INPUT.DAT',STATUS='OLD') 
C OPEN(UNrr=3,FILE='WORK$AREA: [FMDEY]OUT.DAr,STATUS='UNKNOWN') 
C READ(10,*)NDATA 

write(6,61) 
61 fonnat(5x,'Give the input for number of data points!') 

read(5,*)ndata 
C ndata = 899 

SUM=0.0 
DO 40 I=1,NDATA 
READ(10,*)XD(I) 

C XDa)=SQRT(XD(I)+l.) 
C xd(i)=loglO(xd(i)) 

SUM=SUM + XD(I) 
40 CONTINUE 

SUM=SUM/FLOAT(NDATA) 
C write(6,*)sum 

D041I=1,NDATA 
XD(I)=XD(I)-SUM 

C write(6,*)xd(i) 
41 CONTINUE 

WRITE(6,91) 
91 FORMAT(5X,'GIVE THE VALUE OF K, R, D, NC, PM:') 

READ(5,*)K,R,D,NC,PM 
pi=4.0*atan(l.) 
LDA=7 
N=4*R+1 
R1=2*R+1 
L=INT((2*K)/3) 
L1=L-1 
CONST 1=(PI*D)/FL0AT(NDATA) 
P=0 
ndt=2*nc-l 

file:///newpage
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picube=pi**3 
C pm=16.0 

pipm=pi/pm 
const=4.0*(pi**2) 
pi 1=0.0 l*pi 
const2=8.0/7.0 

do44sl=l,ndt 
sll=sl-nc 
do 43 s2=l, ndt 

s22=s2-nc 
if(sll .le. s22)then 

min=sll 
max=s22 

else 
min=s22 
max=sll 

endif 
minl=l-min 
if (mini le. l)then 

lower=l 
else 

lower=minl 
endif 
max 1 =ndata-max 
if (maxl ge. ndata) then 

upper=ndata 
else 

upper=maxl 
endif 

sum=0.0 
do 42 nt=lower, upper 
sum=sum+xd(nt)*xd(nt+sll)*xd(nt+s22) 

42 continue 
C write(6,*)sum 

xl=sll*pipm 
x2=s22*pipm 
x3=xl-x2 
if ((xl .eq. 0.0) and. (x2 .eq. 0.0))then 

term=1.0 
else 

C if((xl .eq. 0.).and.(x2.ne. 0.0))then * 
C term=(sin(x2)/x2)**2 * 
C else * 
C if((xl ne. 0.).and.(x2 .eq. 0.0))then * 
C term=(sin(xl)/xl)**2 * 
C else • 
C if(x3 .eq. 0.)then * 
C tenn=sin(xl)/xl*sin(x2)/x2 * 
C else * 
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C term=sin(xl)/xl*sin(x2)/x2*sin(x3)/x3 * 

if (((xl eq. 0.).and.(x2 .ne. 0.0)) 
1 .or. ((xl .ne. 0.).and.(x2 .eq. 0.0)).or. 
2 (x3 eq. 0.0))then 

if(abs(xl) .le. abs(x2))then 
xm=x2 
else 
xm=xl 

endif 
term=4.0*(30.-(30.+9.*xm*xm)*cos(xm) 

1 +(-6.*xm+xm**3)*sin(xm))/(21.*xm*xm*xm*xm) 
else 

slsq=xl*xl 
slcube=slsq*xl 
s2sq=x2*x2 
s2cube=s2sq*x2 
sl2=xl*x2 
x3cube=x3 *x3 *x3 
tl=(2.*(slsq+s2sq)-i-sl2)*cos(x3)/(slcube*s2cube) 
t2=(2.*slsq+5.*(s2sq-sl2))*cos(xl)/(s2cube*x3cube) 
t3=(5. *(slsq-sl2)+2. *s2sq)*cos(x2)/(x3cube*slcube) 
terml=tl-t2+t3 
t4=x3 *sin(x3 )/(s 1 sq*s2sq) 
t5=xl*sin(xl)/(s2sq*x3*x3) 
t6=x2 *sin(x2)/(s 1 sq*x3 *x3) 
term2=t4+t5+t6 
term={term 1 -term2)*const2 

C endif 
C endif 

endif 
endif 
chat(sl,s2)=term*sum/FL0AT(ndata) 

43 continue 
44 continue 

DO 24 I=1,L1 
11=1+1 
X=(I*PI)/K 
NG=K-INT(I/2)-l 
GAMA(I)=NG 
DO 23 J=I1,NG 
P=P+1 
Y=(J*PI)/K 
SUMS=(0.0,0.0) 
DO 20 NR=1,R1 
NR1=NR-(R+1) 
Xl=X+(NRl*CONSTl) 
Y1=Y 
CALL BISP(X1,Y1,A1) 
DB(P,NR)=A1 

SAI(P,NR)=A1 
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SUMS=SUMS+A1 
20 CONTINUE 

NR2=R1 
D0 21NR=1,R1 
NR1=NR-(R+1) 
IF(NRl.EQ.0)GOTO21 
X1=X 
Yl=Y+(NRl*CONSTl) 
NR2=NR2+1 
CALL BISP(X1,Y1,A1) 
DB(P,NR2)=A1 
SAI(P,NR2)=A1 
SUMS=SUMS+A1 

21 CONTINUE 
C WRITE(6,*)(DB(P,I2),I2=1,N) 

AMEAN(P)=SUMS/N 
DO 22 I2=1,N 

SAI(P,I2)=SAI(P,I2)-AMEAN(P) 
SAIC(I2,P)=CONJG(SAI(P,I2)) 

22 CONTINUE 
23 CONTINUE 
24 CONTINUE 

C NEXT TO COMPUTE THE MATRDC A (THE COVARIANCE MATRIX FOR SAI) 
D0 27I=1,P 
DO 26 J=1,P 
Aa,J)=(0.0,0.0) 
DO 25 K=1,N 
A(I,J)=A(I,J)+SAI(I,K)*SAIC(K,J) 

25 CONTINUE 
26 CONTINUE 
C WRITE(6,*)(A(I,J),J=1,P) 
27 CONTINUE 

CALL LINCG(P,A,LDA,A2,LDA) 
D0 32I=1,P 
D0 31J=1,P 
PROD(I,J)=(0.0,0.0) 
DO30K=l,P 
PROD(I,J)=PROD(I,J)+A(I,K)*A2(K,J) 

30 CONTINUE 
31 CONTINUE 

C WRITE(6,*)(PRODa,J),J=l,P) 
32 CONTINUE 

SUM1=(0.0,0.0) 
DO 29 I=1,P 

C WRITE(6,*)(A(I,J),J=LP),AMEANa) 
SUM2=(0.0,0.0) 
DO 28 J=1,P 
SUM2=SUM2+A2(I,J)*AMEAN(J) 

28 CONTINUE 
C write(6,*)sum2 ,amean(i) 

SUMl=SUMl+CONJG(AMEAN(I))*SUM2 
29 CONTINUE 
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TSTAT=N*SUM1 
FSTAT=((N-P)*TSTAT)/P 

C WRITE(6,92)K,L1,GAMA(I),XW(I),(YW(J),J=I1,NG) 
TSTAT = TSTAT* 0.177 
FSTAT = FSTAT* 0.177 
WRITE(3,*)TSTAT, FSTAT 

C 93 FORMAT(2X,T-STATISTICS = ',F10.4,5X, T-STATISTICS = ', F10.4) 
C 92 FORMAT(5X,3I6,5X,F10.4,3X,5F10.4) 

STOP 
END 

subroutine bisp(x,y,b) 
realx,y 
complex b 
integer taul,tau2 
common nc,ndt,const 
common chat(230,230) 

sum 1=0.0 
sum2=0.0 
do 24 taul=l,ndt 
ntaul=taul - nc 
omega l=ntaul*x 
do 23 tau2=l,ndt 
ntau2=tau2 - nc 
omega2=ntau2*y 
omega=omega 1 +omega2 
chat 1 =chat(taul ,tau2) 

suml=suml +chatl*cos(omega) 
sum2=sum2 + chatl*sin(omega) 

23 continue 
24 continue 

sum 1=sum 1/const 
sum2=sum2/const 
b=cmplx(sum 1 ,-sum2) 

C WRITE(6,*) NC,NDT,CONST 
return 
end 

\clearpage 

C THIS PROGRAM IS DEVELOPED FOR TESTING LINEARITY * 
C OF A TIME SERIES DATA. BEFORE RUN ASSIGN INPUT FILE C * 
C CONTAINING THE SERIES TO FOROIO AND OUTPUT FILE TO FOR003* 
C F AND T STATISTICS WILL BE WRITTEN ON OUTPUT FILE. AGAIN * 
C ARE COMPLEX NUMBERS AND THE REAL PARTS ARE OUR DESIRED 
C RESULTS. • 

DOUBLE PRECISION A(7,7), SAI1(7,6), SAI2(6,6), AMEAN(7), SUMS, 
1 BETA(6) ,B(6,7),PROD(6,6) 

file:///clearpage
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2 ,SUM1, SUM2, A3(6,6), Al, T2, SAI(7,9) 
INTEGERGAMA(10),P,R,R1, Sll . S22, SI, S2 
REALX,Y,X1,Y1,XY, xd(9000) 
COMMON NC,NDT,CONST 
COMMON CHAT(230,230) 
COMMON RHAT(230) 

C OPEN(UNIT=10,FILE='WORK$AREA: [FMDEYjINPUT.DAT', STATUS='OLD') 
C OPEN(UNIT=3,FILE='work$area:[FMDEY]OUT.DAT',STATUS='UNKNOWN') 

write(6,101) 
101 format(5x,'Give the input for the number of data points') 

READ(5,*)NDATA 
SUM=0.0 
DO 40 1=1,NDATA 
READ(10,*)XD(I) 

C XDa)=SQRT(XD(I)+l.) 
C xd(i)=loglO(xd(i)) 

SUM=SUM+XD(I) 
40 CONTINUE 

SUM=SUM/NDATA 
D0 41I=1,NDATA 
XDa)=XD(I)-SUM 

41 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,91) 

91 FORMAT(5X,'GIVE THE VALUE OF K, R, D, NC, PM:') 
READ(5,*)K,R,D,NC,PM 

C (K = 6, R = 2, D = 15, NC = 30, PM = 20) 
pi=4.0*atan(l.) 
LDA=6 
N=4*R+1 
R1=2*R+1 
L=INT((2*K)/3) 
L1=L-1 
CONSTl=(PI*D)/NDATA 
P=0 
ndt=2*nc-l 
picube=pi**3 

C pm=16.0 
pipm=pi/pm 
const=4.0*(pi**2) 
const2=8.0/7.0 

P * • • * • * * • * • • • * • * • * • * * * * * * * • * • * * * • * * * * * * 

do 5 sl=l,nc 
sll=sl-l 
sum=0.0 
do4nt=l,ndata-sll 
sum=sum+xd(nt)*xd(nt+sl 1) 

4 continue 
rhat(sl)=sum/ndata 

5 continue 
C 

do6i=l,nc-l 
xl=i*pipm 
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rhat(i+l)=sin(xl)/xl *rhat(i+l) 
continue 

do44sl=l,ndt 
sll=sl-nc 
do 43 s2=l, ndt 

s22=s2-nc 
if(sl 1 .le. s22)then 

min=sll 
max=s22 

else 
min=s22 
max=sll 

endif 
minl=l-min 
if (mini le. l)then 

lower=l 
else 

lower=minl 
endif 
max 1 =ndata-max 
if (maxl .ge. ndata) then 

upper=ndata 
else 

endif 
upper=maxl 

sum=0.0 
do 42 nt=lower, upper 
sum=sum+xd(nt)*xd(nt+s 11 )*xd(nt+s22) 

42 continue 
xl=sll*pipm 
x2=s22*pipm 
x3=xl-x2 
if ((xl .eq. 0.0) and. (x2 eq. 0.0))then 

term=1.0 
else 

C if ((xl eq. 0.).and.(x2 .ne. 0.0))then 
C term=(sin(x2)/x2)**2 
C else 
C if((xl ne. 0.).and.(x2 eq. 0.0))then 
C term=(sin(xl)/xl)**2 
C else 
C if(x3 .eq. 0.)then 
C tenn= sin(x 1 )/x 1 *sin(x2)/x2 
C else 
C tenn=sin(xl)/xl *sin(x2)/x2*sin(x3)/x3 

if (((xl .eq. 0.).and.(x2 .ne. 0.0)) 
1 or. ((xl .ne. 0.).and.(x2 .eq. 0.0)).or. 
2 (x3 eq. 0.0))then 
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if(abs(xl) le. abs(x2))then 
xm=x2 
else 
xm=xl 

endif 
term=4.0*(30.-(30.+9.*xm*xm)*cos(xm) 

1 +(-6.*xm+xm**3)*sin(xm))/(21.*xm*xm*xm*xm) 
else 

slsq=xl*xl 
slcube=slsq*xl 
s2sq=x2*x2 
s2cube=s2sq*x2 
sl2=xl*x2 
x3cube=x3 *x3 *x3 
tl=(2.*(slsq+s2sq)+sl2)*cos(x3)/(slcube*s2cube) 
t2=(2.*slsq+5.*(s2sq-sl2))*cos(xl)/(s2cube*x3cube) 
t3=(5.*(slsq-sl2)+2.*s2sq)*cos(x2)/(x3cube*slcube) 
tennl=tl-t2+t3 
t4=x3 *sin(x3)/(s 1 sq*s2sq) 
t5=xl *sin(x 1 )/(s2sq*x3 *x3) 
t6=x2*sin(x2)/(slsq*x3*x3) 
term2=t4+t5+t6 
term=(term 1 -term2)*const2 

C endif 
C endif 

endif 
endif 
chat(sl,s2)=term*sum/ndata 

43 continue 
44 continue 

DO 24 I=1,L1 
11=1+1 
X=(I*PI)/K 

C XW(I)=X 
NG=K-INT(I/2)-l 
GAMA(I)=NG 
DO 23 J=I1,NG 
P=P+1 
Y=(J*PI)/K 

C YW(J)=Y 
SUMS=0.0 
DO 20 NR=1,R1 
NR1=NR-(R+1) 
Xl=X+(NRl*CONSTl) 
Y1=Y 
call sisp(xl,bl) 

fhatx=bl 
call sisp(yl,bl) 
fhaty=bl 
xy=xl+yl 
call sisp(xy,bl) 
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fhatxy=bl 
CALL BISP(X1,Y1,A1,A2) 
SAI(P,NR)=(A1**2.+A2**2.)/(FHATX*FHATY*FHATXY) 
SUMS=SUMS+SAI(P,NR) 

20 CONTINUE 
NR2=R1 
D0 21NR=1,R1 
NR1=NR-(R+1) 
IF(NR1 .EQ.0)GOTO21 
X1=X 
Y1=Y+(NR1*C0NST1) 
NR2=NR2+1 
call sisp(xl,bl) 

fhatx=bl 
call sisp(yl,bl) 
fliaty=bl 
xy=xl+yl 
call sisp(xy,bl) 
fhatxy=bl 
CALL BISP(X1,Y1,A1,A2) 
SAI(P,NR2)=(A1**2.+A2**2.)/(FHATX*FHATY*FHATXY) 
SUMS=SUMS+SAI(P,NR2) 

21 CONTINUE 
AMEAN(P)=SUMS/N 
DO 22 I2=1,N 

SAI(P,I2)=SAI(P,I2)-AMEAN(P) 
22 CONTINUE 
23 CONTINUE 
24 CONTINUE 

C NEXT TO COMPUTE THE MATRDC A (THE COVARIANCE MATRIX FOR SAI) 
NP1=P-1 
DO 55 I=1,NP1 
D0 55J=1,P 
B(I,J)=0.0 

55 CONTINUE 
DO 56 I=1,NP1 
Bai)=1.0 
Ba,I+l)=-10 

56 CONTINUE 

C WRITE(6,*)P 
DO 27 I=1,P 
DO 26 J=1,P 
A(I,J)=0.0 
D0 25K=1,N 
A(I,J)=A(I,J)+SAI(I,K)*SAI(J,K) 

25 CONTINUE 
A(I,J)=A(I,J)/N 

26 CONTINUE 
27 CONTINUE 

• • • • • • • • • • * • * • • • * • • * • * * * • * * * * * • * * • • * • • * 

DO 59 I=1,P 
C 
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DO 58 J=1,NP1 
SAI1(I,J)=0.0 
DO 57 K=1,P 
SAI1(I,J)=SAI1(I,J)+A(I,K)*B(J,K) 

57 CONTINUE 
58 CONTINUE 
59 CONTINUE 

D062I=1.NP1 
DO 61 J=1,NP1 
SAI2(I,J)=0.0 
DO 60 K=1,P 
SAI2(I,J)=SAI2a,J) + B(I,K)*SAI1(K,J) 

60 CONTINUE 
C SAI2(I,J)=10000.0*SAI2(I,J) 
61 CONTINUE 
62 CONTINUE 

DO 64 I=1,NP1 
BETA(I)=0.0 
D0 63J=1,P 
BETA(I)=BETA(I)+B(I,J)*AMEAN(J) 

63 CONTINUE 
64 CONTINUE 

CALL DLI]SIRG(NP1,SAI2,LDA,A3,LDA) 
D0 67I=1,NP1 
DO 66 J=1,NP1 
PROD(I,J)=0.0 
DO 65 K=1,NP1 
PROD(I,J)=PROD(I,J) + SAI2(I,K)*A3(K,J) 

65 CONTINUE 
66 CONTINUE 
C WRITE(6,*)(PRODa,J),J=l,NPl) 
67 CONTINUE 

SUM1=0.0 
DO 29 I=1,NP1 
SUM2=0.0 
DO 28 J=1,NP1 
SUM2=SUM2+A3(I,J)*BETA(J) 

28 CONTINUE 
SUM1=SUM1+BETA(I)*SUM2 

29 CONTINUE 
T2=N*SUM1 

C T2=SUM1 
F2=(N-NP1)*T2/NP1 

C 
C SO THE COMPUTATION OF MATRDC D IS OVER. 
C WRrrE(6,92)K,Ll,GAMA(I),XW(I),(YW(J),J=Il,NG) 

T2 = T2* 0.177 
F2 = F2* 0.177 
WRrrE(3,*)T2,F2 
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C 92 FORMAT(5X,3I6,5X,FI0.4,3X,5F10.4) 
Q *********************************** 

C NEXT COMPUTE THE VECTOR ETA=(ZETA-1,. ..,ZETA-P) 

STOP 
END 

Q * * * • * * * * * * • * * * * • • • • • • • • * • * • * * * • • * * * * * 

subroutine bisp(x,y,bl,b2) 
real x,y,bl,b2 
integer taul,tau2 
common nc,ndt,const 
common chat(230,230) 
common rhat(230) 

suml=0.0 
sum2=0.0 
do24taul=I,ndt 
ntaul=taul - nc 
omegal=ntaul*x 
do 23 tau2=l,ndt 
ntau2=tau2 - nc 
omega2=ntau2*y 
omega=omega 1 +omega2 
chat l=chat(tau 1 ,tau2) 

suml=suml + chatl*cos(omega) 
sum2=sum2 + chatl*sin(omega) 

23 continue 
24 continue 

bl=sum 1/const 
b2=sum2/const 
return 
end 

C 
SUBROUTINE SISP(X,Y) 
REALX,Y 
INTEGER TAUl 
COMMON NC,NDT,CONST 
COMMON CHAT(230,230) 
COMMON RHAT(230) 
pi=4.0*atan(1.0) 
suml=0.0 
do7taul=l,nc-l 
x2=x*taul 

suml=suml + rhat(taul+l)*cos(x2) 
7 continue 

y=(suml+rhat(l)/2.0)/pi 
return 
end 

\clearpage 

C THIS PROGRAM IS DEVELOPED FOR TESTING GAUSSIANITY * 
C OF A TIME SERIES DATA AT THE BOUNDARY AS DISCUSSED * 

file:///clearpage
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C IN REFERENCE 151. * 

COMPLEX A(7,7), SAI(7,9), SAIC(9,7), AMEAN(7), SUMS 
1, SUMl, SUM2, A2(7,7), Al, TSTAT, FSTAT, DB(7,9), PROD(7,7) 

INTEGERP,R,R1, Sll , S22, SI, S2 
REAL X ,Y, XI, Yl, xd(9000) 
COMMON NC,NDT,CONST 
COMMON CHAT(230,230) 

C OPEN(UNIT= 10,FILE='WORK$ARE A: [FMDEY]INPUT.DAr,STATUS='OLD') 
C OPEN(UNIT=3,FILE='WORK$AREA:[FMDEY]OUT.DAT'.STATUS='UNKNOWN^) 

WRITE(6,95) 
95 FORMAT(2X,'INSERT NUMBER OF DATA POINTS(NDATA):') 

READ(5,*)NDATA 
c write(6.*)ndata 

SUM=0.0 
DO 40 I=1,NDATA 
READ(10,*)XD(I) 

C XD(I)=SQRT(XD(I)+1.) 
C xd(i)=loglO(xd(i)) 

SUM=SUM + XD(I) 
40 CONTINUE 

SUM=SUM/FLOAT(NDATA) 
c write(6,*)sum 

DO 41 I=1,NDATA 
XDa)=XD(I)-SUM 

c write(6,*)xd(i) 
41 CONTINUE 

WRITE(6,91) 
91 FORMAT(5X,'GIVE THE VALUE OF K, R, D, NC, PM:') 

READ(5.*)K,R,D,NC,PM 
pi=4.0*atan(l.) 
LDA=7 
N=4*R+1 
R1=2*R+1 
L=INT((2*K)/3) 
L1=L-1 
CONSTl=(PI*D)/FLOAT(NDATA) 
P=0 
ndt=2*nc-l 
picube=pi**3 

C pm=16.0 
pipm=pi/pm 
const=4.0*(pi**2) 
pi 1=0.0 l*pi 
const2=8.0/7.0 

do44sl=l,ndt 
sll=sl-nc 
do 43 s2=l, ndt 

s22=s2-nc 
if(sll le. s22)then 

min=sll 
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else 
max=s22 

min=s22 
max=sll 

endif 
minl=l-min 
if (mini le. l)then 

lower=l 
else 

lower=minl 
endif 
maxl=ndata-max 
if (maxl ge. ndata) then 

upper=ndata 
else 

upper=maxl 
endif 

c 
sum=0.0 
do 42 nt=lower, upper 
sum=sum+xd(nt)*xd(nt+sl l)*xd(nt+s22) 

42 continue 
c write(6,*)sum 

xl=sll*pipm 
x2=s22*pipm 
x3=xl-x2 
if ((xl .eq. 0.0) .and. (x2 .eq. 0.0))then 

term=1.0 
else 

C if ((xl eq. 0.).and.(x2 ne. 0.0))then * 
C term=(sin(x2)/x2)**2 * 
C else * 
C if((xl ne. 0.).and.(x2 .eq. 0.0))then * 
C term=(sin(xl)/xl)**2 * 
C else * 
C if(x3 eq. 0.)then * 
C term= sin(x 1 )/x 1 *sin(x2)/x2 * 
C else * 
C tenn=sin(xl)/xl*sin(x2)/x2*sin(x3)/x3 * 

if (((xl .eq. 0.).and.(x2 ne. 0.0)) 
& or. ((xl ne. 0.).and.(x2 eq. 0.0)).or. 
& (x3 .eq. 0.0))then 

if(abs(xl) le. abs(x2))then 
xm=x2 
else 
xm=xl 

endif 
tenn=4.0*(30.-(30.+9.*xm*xm)*cos(xm) 

& +(-6.*xm+xm**3)*sin(xm))/(21 .*xm*xm*xm*xm) 
else 



slsq=xl*xl 
slcube=slsq*xl 
s2sq=x2*x2 
s2cube=s2sq*x2 
sl2=xl*x2 
x3cube=x3 *x3 *x3 
11 =(2. *(s 1 sq+s2sq)+s 12)*cos(x3)/(s 1 cube*s2cube) 
t2=(2.*slsq+5.*(s2sq-sl2))*cos(xl)/(s2cube*x3cube) 
t3=(5. *(s 1 sq-s 12)+2. *s2sq)*cos(x2)/(x3cube*s 1 cube) 
terml=tl-t2+t3 
t4=x3 *sin(x3)/(s 1 sq*s2sq) 
t5=x 1 *sin(x 1 )/(s2sq*x3 *x3) 
t6=x2 *sin(x2)/(s 1 sq*x3 *x3) 
term2=t4+t5+t6 
term=(term 1 -term2)*const2 

CC endif 
CC endif 

endif 
endif 

chat(s 1 ,s2)=term*sum/FLOAT(ndata) 
43 continue 
44 continue 

Q * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

X=0.0 
DO 23 J=l,3 
P=P+1 
Y=0.16*PI+(J-1)*PI*0.32 
SUMS=(0.0,0.0) 
DO 20 NR=1,R1 
NR1=NR-(R+1) 
Xl=X+(NRl*CONSTl) 
Y1=Y 
CALL BISP(X1,Y1,A1) 
DB(P,NR)=A1 

SAI(P,NR)=AI 
SUMS=SUMS+A1 

20 CONTINUE 
NR2=R1 
D0 21NR=1,R1 
NR1=NR-(R+1) 
IF(NR1 .EQ.0)GOTO21 
X1=X 
Yl=Y+(NRl*CONSTl) 
NR2=NR2+1 
CALLBISP(X1,Y1,A1) 
DB(P,NR2)=A1 
SAI(P,NR2)=A1 
SUMS=SUMS+A1 

21 CONTINUE 
C WRITE(6,*)(DB(P,I2),I2=1,N) 

AMEAN(P)=SUMS/N 
DO 22 I2=1,N 
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SAI(P,I2)=SAI(P,I2)-AMEAN(P) 
SAICa2,P)=CONJG(SAI(P.I2)) 

22 CONTINUE 
23 CONTINUE 
24 CONTINUE 

C NEXT TO COMPUTE THE MATRDC A (THE COVARIANCE MATRDC FOR SAI) 
D0 27I=1,P 
D0 26J=1,P 
A(I,J)=(0.0,0.0) 
DO 25 K=1,N 
A(I,J)=A(I,J)+SAI(I,K)*SAIC(K,J) 

25 CONTINUE 
26 CONTINUE 

C WRITE(6,*)(A(I,J),J=1,P) 
27 CONTINUE 

CALL LINCG(P.A,LDA,A2,LDA) 
D0 32I=1,P 
D0 31 J=1,P 
PROD(I,J)=(0.0,0.0) 
DO 30 K=1,P 
PROD(I,J)=PROD(I,J)+A(I,K)*A2(K,J) 

30 CONTINUE 
31 CONTINUE 
C WRITE(6,*)(PROD(I,J),J=l,P) 
32 CONTINUE 

SUM1=(0.0,0.0) 
DO 29 I=1,P 

C WRrrE(6,*)(A(I,J),J=l,P),AMEAN(I) 

SUM2=(0.0,0.0) 
DO 28 J=1,P 
SUM2=SUM2+A2(I,J)*AMEAN(J) 

28 CONTINUE 
C write(6,*)sum2 ,amean(i) 

SUMl=SUMl+CONJG(AMEAN(I))*SUM2 
29 CONTINUE 

TSTAT=N*SUM1 
FSTAT=((N-P)*TSTAT)/P 

C WRITE(6,92)K,L1,GAMA(I),XW(I),(YW(J),J=I1,NG) 
WRITE(3,*)TSTAT, FSTAT 

C 92 FORMAT(5X,3I6,5X,F10.4.3X,5F10.4) 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

C 
STOP 
END 

subroutine bisp(x,y,b) 
realx,y 
complex b 
integer taul,tau2 
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common nc,ndt,const 
common chat(230,230) 

C8 
suml=0.0 
sum2=0.0 
do 24 tau 1=1,ndt 
ntaul=taul - nc 
omega l=ntaul*x 
do 23 tau2=l,ndt 
ntau2=tau2 - nc 
omega2=ntau2*y 
omega=omega 1 +omega2 
chat 1 =chat(tau 1 ,tau2) 

sum 1=sum 1 + chat 1 *cos(omega) 
sum2=sum2 + chatl*sin(omega) 

23 continue 
24 continue 

suml=suml/const 
sum2=sum2/const 
b=cmplx(suml ,-suiii2) 

C WRITE(6,*) NC,NDT,CONST 
return 
end 

\clearpage 

C This program is used to test the normality of the residuals* * 
C It needs IMSL connection while linking. * 
C Assign the input file to FOROIO. For actual data input, please * 
C see the read(10,) statement. * 
C Assign the output file to FOR003. * 

dimension res(9000,3), x(9000) 
INTEGER NOBS, NCLAS 

C 
REAL CDF, PDIF(6) 

c REAL CLHW, DIV(50), TABLE(50), THFQ(50) 
EXTERNAL CDF, KSONE. RNSET, RNUN, UMACH, OWFRQ 
COMMON AME AN, SIGMA 
COMMON AVORKSP / RWKSP 
REAL RWKSP(27050) 
CALL IWK1N(27050) 

C 
c open (unit= 11 ,file='denout.dat',status='unknown') 
c OPEN (UNIT=3, FILE='work$area:[fmdeyjNOUT.DAT'. STATUS='UNKNOWN') 
c OPEN (UNIT=10, FILE='work$area: [findeylnormalin.dat', STATUS='OLD') 
C 

write(6,99) 
99 format(5x,'Insert Number of data points(nobs):') 

read (5, *) nobs 

file:///clearpage
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C read(10,*)nobs * 
C ISEED= 123457 * 
C CALL RNSET(ISEED) * 
C CALL RNUN(9000, URNUMB) * 

nclas=50 
C 

DO 2 1=1, nobs 
READ(10,*)(RES(I,J)j=1.3) 
X(I) = RES(I,3) 

2 CONTINUE 
C 

IOPT=l 
TPROBl = 0. 
TPROB2 = 0. 

C DISCARD THE DUPLICATED ELEMENTS IN X 
NOB = NOBS 
DO 10 1=1. NOB-1 
S1=X(I) 
IJ=I+1 

110 D0 11J=IJ,N0B 
IF (SI .EQ. X(J)) THEN 

U = J 
DO 12 K=J+1, NOB 
X(K-1)=X(K) 

12 CONTINUE 
NOB = NOB -1 
GOTO 110 

ELSE 
GOTO 11 

ENDIF 
11 CONTINUE 

10 CONTINUE 
C 
C FIND THE MINIMUM and MAXIMUM VALUES OF X(I)'S 

XMIN = X(1) 
XMAX = X(1) 
SUM = 0.0 
DO 3 I = 2, NOB 

XI=X(I) 
IF (XMAX .LT. XI) XMAX = XI 
IF (XMIN .GE. XI) XMIN = XI 

3 CONTINUE 

SUMX=0.0 
DO 4 1=1,NOB 
SUMX=SUMX+X(I) 
CONTINUE 
AMEAN=SUMX/NOB 
SUMX=0.0 
DO 5 1=1, NOB 
SUMX=SUMX+(X(I)-AMEAN)**2 

C 
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CONTINUE 
SIGMA=SQRT(SUMX/NOB) 

CALL KSONE (CDF, NOB, X, PDIF. NMISS) 
C 

CALL UMACH (2, NOUT) 
WRITE(3,995) 
WRrrE(3.994) NOBS, NOB, NMISS, AMEAN,SIGMA, PDIF, 

& XMIN, XMAX 
994 FORMAT(/' NOBS = ',15/' NOB = ',15/ 

&' ONMISS = \l5r AMEAN = •,F15.5/' SIGMA = '.F15.5/ 
&'D =',F8.4/'D+ ='.F8.4/ 
&' D- = •,F8.4/' Z = ',F8.4/' PROB GREATER D', 
«&' ONE-SIDED = '.F12.8/' PROB GREATER D TWO-SIDED =',F12.8/ 
& • XMIN = \FU.5r XMAX = ',F12.5) 

995 FORMAT(2X,'FITTING OF NORMAL DISTRIBUTION TO RESIDUAL DATA'/ 
& 2X.'**********************************************') 

c 999 FORMAT (F7.2, 2X, F8.2,2X, F8.2) 
stop 
END 

real function cdf(y) 
real y,ANORDF,Z 
common AMEAN, SIGMA 
EXTERNAL ANORDF 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Z=(Y-AMEAN)/SIGMA 
CDF=ANORDF(Z) 

C 

c 

C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

RETURN 
END 

\clearpage 

* This is a SAS/ETS program and is used to fit an AR model. 
* These AR parameters will be fed to bilinear model fitting program "biUn" 
* Before run, copy the input data file to "input, dat". 

file:///FU.5r
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* Statespace fimction is used. 
* • 

option linesize = 80; 
data m28cnt; 

infile 'workSarea: [fmdeylinput.dat'; 
input spd; 

*proc univariate data = m28cnt; 
* var spd; 
proc statespace cancorr data=m28cnt printout=long; 

var spd; 

* • 

endsas; 

\clearpage 

C This program is used for fitting bilinear model to a time series. * 
C before run this program, we need to assign the input file to FOROIO* 
C and output file to FOR003. Outputs are: rsdv = residual variance, * 
C AIC. Normalized AIC. Unknown parameters, original data, approximate* 
C data, residuals. For actual order of the outputs, please go * 
C to the write(3,) statements. * 
C Terminal inputs required are (1) Number of data points in the input* 
C file, (2) Number of AR parameters (3) Values of the AR parameters * 
C obtained from the SAS program. * 
C This program need IMSL connection while Linking. 

dimension x(9000), gtheta(50),htheta(50,50), 
1 tiieta(50),tiietam(50),deth(9000,50),e(9000),em(9000) 
2 ,hinv(50,50),y(9000) 

/ - « * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * • * * • * * * * * * * * * * * • • • * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * * • * • * * 

c open(unit=3 ,file='work$area: [fmdeylnormalin.dat',status='unknown') 
c open(umt=10,file='work$area: [findey]bilinin.dat',status='old') 

lda=50 
ldinv=20 
write(6,83) 

83 format(5x'ENTER NO. OF DATA POINTS(ndata):') 
read(5,*)ndata 

c ndata=9000 
c np is the number of parameters in the AR model. 

write(6,81) 
81 format(5x,'ENTER NO. OF PARAMETERS IN THE AR MODEL(NP):') 

read(5,*)np 
write(6,82) 

82 formatCENTER VALUES OF THE AR PARAMETERS(theta(np)):') 
read(5,*)(theta(i).i=l.np) 
ndnp=ndata-np 
write(3,*)ndnp 
npl=np+l 
ngama=np 
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ngamal=ngama+l 
ndgama=ndata-ngama 
do 102 i=l,ndata 
read(10,*)x(i) 

102 continue 
c 

sum2=0.0 
do 1 nt=ngamal.ndata 
sum=0.0 
do 2 i=l,np 
sum=sum+theta(i)*x(nt-i) 

2 continue 
em(nt)=x(nt)-sum 
sum2=smn2+em(nt)*em(nt) 

1 continue 
resdv=sum2/(ndata-ngama) 
aic=ndgama*log(resdv)+2. *np 
aicn=aic/ndgama 
write(6,91 )resdv,aic,aicn 

91 format(5x,3(fl5.4.5x)) 

write(6,99) 
99 format(5x,'GIVE THE VALUES OF M and K (these m and k are the same 

1 as used in the formula of bilinear model):') 
read(5,*)m,k 
n=np+m*k+l 

do4i=l,m 
do4j=l,k 

il=np+(i-l)*k+j 
theta(il)=0.0 

4 continue 
theta(n)=0.0 

do 5 nt=l,ngama 
do6jl=l,n 
deth(ngi)=0.0 

6 continue 
5 continue 

nit=0 
* * • * • * * • • * * * * * * * * * • 

100 nit=nit+l 
do 3 i=l,n 
thetam(i)=theta(i) 
gtheta(i)=0.0 

3 continue 
do 101 i=l,ndata 
e(i)=em(i) 

101 continue 

Calculation of derivatives starts. 
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do 7 nt=ngamal. ndata 
do8np2=l,np 
suml=0.0 

do9i=l.m 
sum2=0.0 
do 10j=l,k 
kl=np+(i-l)*k+j 
sum2=sum2+theta(k 1 )*deth(nt-j,np2) 

10 continue 
sum 1=sum 1 +siun2 *x(nt-i) 

9 continue 
temp=-sum 1 -x(nt-np2) 

deth(nt,np2)=temp 
gtheta(np2)=gtiieta(np2)+2.0*e(nt)*temp 

8 continue 
c 

do l l i l= l ,m 
do 12 jl=l,k 

i2=np+(il-l)*k+jl 
suml=0.0 

do 13 i=l,m 
sum2=0.0 
do 14j=l.k 
kl=np+(i-l)*k+j 

sum2=sum2+theta(kl )*deth(nt-j,i2) 
14 continue 

suml=suml+sum2*x(nt-i) 
13 continue 

temp=-sum 1 -x(nt-i 1 )*e(nt-j 1) 
deth(nt,i2)=temp 

gtheta(i2)=gtheta(i2)+2.0*e(nt)*temp 
12 continue 
11 continue 

c 
sum 1=0.0 

do 15 i=l,m 
sum2=0.0 
do 16j=l,k 
kl=np+(i-l)*k+j 
sum2=sum2+theta(kl)*deth(nt-j,n) 

16 continue 
sum 1=sum 1+sum2 *x(nt-i) 

15 continue 
temp=-sum 1-1.0 

deth(nt,n)=temp 
gtheta(n)=gtheta(n)+2.0*e(nt)*temp 

7 continue 

c calculation of the double derivatives starts, 
do 17 i=l,n 
do 18 j=l,n 
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19 

18 
17 

c 

sum=0.0 
do 19 nt=ngama 1 ,ndata 
sum=sum+2.0*deth(nt,i)*deth(nt,j) 

continue 
htheta(ij)=sum 

continue 
continue 
«4c«***)|c****i(c:(c:|ci|t4ci|c4<*:ti** 

c compute the modified theta. 
call Hnrg(n,htheta,lda,hinv,lda) 
do 20 i=l,n 
thet=0.0 
do21j=l,n 
thet=thet+hinv(i,j)*gtheta(j) 

21 continue 
theta(i)=theta(i)-0.1 *thet 

20 continue 

c compute the new errors,AIC, etc. 
sum=0.0 
do 24 nt=ngamal,ndata 
suml=0.0 
do 22 i=l,np 
sum 1 =sum 1 +theta(i)*x(nt-i) 

22 continue 
do 23 i=l,m 
do23j=l,k 
il=np+(i-l)*k+j 
sum 1=sum 1 +theta(i 1 )*x(nt-i)*e(nt-j) 

23 continue 
temp 1=sum 1 +theta(n) 
y(nt)=templ 
temp2=x(nt)-temp 1 
em(nt)=temp2 
sum=sum+temp2*temp2 

24 continue 
rsdv=sum/ndgama 
aic=ndgama*log(rsdv)+2. 0*n 
aicn=aic/ndgama 
rsdv = sqrt(rsdv) 
write(3, *)rsdv,aic,aicn,(theta(i),i= 1 ,n) 

c test for convergence 
do 25 i=l,n 
if((abs(thetam(i)-theta(i)).gt.0.00001).and.(nit.le.50)) 

1 go to 100 
25 continue 

c write(3,92) 
c92 fonnat(3x,'actual ',8x,'approximated'.10x,'error') 

do 26 i=ngamal,ndata 
perror=em(i)/x(i)* 100.0 
write(3,93)x(i),y(i),em(i) 
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C x(i) is original; y(i) is approximated ; em(i) is errors or residual. 

93 format(3(fl5.5,2x)) 
26 continue 

stop 
end 
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